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CENTER FOR BLACK MUSIC RESEARCH COLLECTION 
The Paul Robeson Centennial Project Records, 1921-2001  
 
EXTENT  
14.13 linear feet 
 
COLLECTION SUMMARY 
Collection of materials on Paul Robeson gathered by the 100th Birthday Committee, 
and records of the activities of the Chicago centennial project organization 
headquartered at Columbia College Chicago. Robeson materials include articles, 
publications, FBI files, books, photographs and audio-visual recordings. Records of the 
committee’s activities include correspondence, promotional materials and materials 
documenting similar organizations and events worldwide. 
 
PROCESSING INFORMATION 
The collection was processed and a finding aid created by Margaret Gonsalves in 2006. 
Additional materials were processed by Laurie Lee Moses in 2010 who also updated the 
finding aid. The finding aid is dedicated to the late Joe Powers, admirer of Paul 
Robeson and dedicated volunteer, by the staff of the CBMR.  
 
HISTORICAL NOTE 
Early in 1996 Woodie White, Vice President of College Relations and Development (later 
called Institutional Advancement), Dr. Samuel A. Floyd Jr., Director of the Center for Black 
Music Research, and Morris Phibbs, Coordinator for Outreach and Development for the 
Center for Black Music Research, met with Nancy Mikelsons of the Paul Robeson 100th 
Birthday Committee to discuss the possibility of Columbia College Chicago’s involvement 
with arranging, developing, and organizing various Paul Robeson centennial projects for 
the 100th Birthday celebration to take place in 1998. Later that year, Mark Rogovin, 
founder of The Peace Museum in Chicago, and Fred Fine, Columbia College Chicago 
Trustee and Director of Public Affairs (part of College Relations and Development) were 
also involved with these discussions. Mark Rogovin was hired April 1, 1997 by Columbia 
College Chicago and began his position as Project Consultant for the Paul Robeson 
Centennial Project (at Columbia College). 
 
Rogovin’s role was to: act as liaison between the Center for Black Music Research and 
the Paul Robeson Centennial Project (at Columbia College) and community groups 
planning events to honor Robeson; facilitate the efforts to bring Jessye Norman to 
Chicago; work with the local public television station representatives at WTTW and the 
CBMR staff in aspects of the Jessye Norman concert; coordinate aspects of the Paul 
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Robeson film festival, co-sponsored by Columbia College and the Harold Washington 
Library; serve as a resource to professors and teachers planning courses on Paul 
Robeson; facilitate planning and implementation of a symposium on Paul Robeson, acting 
as advisor to professors and staff at the College; and to interweave work between the 
Paul Robeson Centennial Project at Columbia College and the Paul Robeson 100th 
Birthday Committee, as appropriate and where beneficial in promoting the work of the 
College.  
 
Rogovin also worked with Dr. Margaret Burroughs, co-founder of the DuSable Museum 
of African American History, located on Chicago’s south side, to bolster the enthusiasm 
and efforts of many African-American and white celebrities, historians, U.S. politicians, 
and other notable persons, such as President Bill Clinton, journalist and historian Studs 
Terkel, actor, singer, and activist Harry Belafonte, and musician, singer and activist Pete 
Seeger, to name but a very few. 
 
Connecting and sharing information with other Paul Robeson Centennial Committees 
throughout major cities in the U.S. as well as in New Zealand, Australia, Germany, Japan, 
Russia, and elsewhere, the Chicago Paul Robeson Centennial Committee organized 
petitions which were sent to the United States Postal Commission requesting a 
commemorative stamp be created in Robeson’s memory; in 2004, their efforts were 
rewarded. 
 
Though the Chicago Paul Robeson Centennial Committee disbanded between 1999 and 
2001, there are still numerous committees and websites devoted to remembering Paul 
Robeson, the actor, athlete, singer, and activist. 
 
SCOPE & CONTENT/COLLECTION DESCRIPTION 
Paul Robeson Centennial Project records consist of correspondence, promotion flyers, 
announcements, committee notes, artwork, newspaper articles, copies of declassified 
F.B.I. files, books, booklets, and photographs all related to Paul Robeson, the Chicago 
committee's work to celebrate Robeson’s 100th birthday, as well as other committees in 
the U.S. and Europe, and the efforts by the Committee for the creation of a U.S.P.S. 
commemorative stamp of Robeson. The bulk of this collection is made up of the office 
and subject files of which include Chicago committee members’ correspondence with 
U.S. federal and state officials, historians, celebrities, and Robeson’s granddaughter, 
Susan Robeson; also form letters, notices of celebration events in Chicago and around 
the world, news clippings and magazine articles, brochures, photographs, promotional 
materials, and event schedules.  
 
Aside from the commemorative activities, of particular interest are materials about the 
Communist Party and labor movements in the United States, and single issues from two 
periodicals, Masses & Mainstream, a labor journal (dated from 1949 to 1952), and 
Freedomways, A Quarterly Review of The Negro Freedom Movement (dated from 1965 
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to 1985). There are also sound recordings and video recordings, both commercial and 
non-commercial, of movies, documentaries, concerts, speeches, and radio interviews. 
 
ARRANGEMENT 
Original order, as begun by Paul Robeson Commemorative Committee member Joe 
Powers, has been maintained as much as possible. The collection is then arranged 
alphabetically by folder title and is then chronologically arranged within each folder. The 
periodicals are arranged chronologically; the other materials are arranged by type of 
material and the recordings also by content. 
 
Series list:  Office files    4.3 linear feet 
   Subject files    5.1 linear feet 
   FBI files    1.33 linear feet 
Oversized files   1.25 linear feet 




Paul Robeson Collection, Rutgers University, Special Collections and University 
Archives, New Jersey 
Paul Robeson Collection, New York Public Library, New York, NY 
Paul Robeson Materials, Archives Listing  





Much of the material present was acquired through the work of the Columbia College 
Chicago Paul Robeson Centennial Project committee members. 
 
SUBJECT HEADINGS 
United States, bass baritone, actor, stage, film, concert, singer, activist, Black, African 
American, performer, centennial, Mark Rogovin, Joe Powers 
 
ACCESS STATEMENT 
The collection is open and available for research use. 
 
RIGHTS STATEMENT 
United States copyright laws apply to the materials in this collection. 
 
PREFERRED CITATION 
The Paul Robeson Centennial Project Records, Center for Black Music Research 




Paul Robeson Centennial Project Records Container List 
 
CONTAINER LIST (IN SERIES ORDER): 
Box 1: Series 0  Archivist notes 
0. Archivist notes         1 folder 
 
Box 1: Series 1 Office files, arranged alphabetically by type or topic 
A  
1. Advertisements         1 folder 
2. Advisors / Letters        1 folder 
3. Agreement w CC [with Columbia College]      1 folder 
4. Alderman         1 folder 
5. Alexandroff, Mike        1 folder 
6. AMISTAD         1 folder 
7. Artists, letters to         1 folder 
8. Artists, [letters from]        1 folder 
 
B  
9. Bagwell, Alex – inventory of Robeson material     1 folder 
10. Balbo Dr. (Fascist)        1 folder 
11. Booklet – Chicago; Creation       1 folder  
12. Booklet – Chicago; Event leads       1 folder 
13. Booklet – Chicago; Future projects      1 folder  
14. Booklet – Chicago; New events       1 folder 
15. Booklet – Chicago; Originals       1 folder  
16. Booklet – Chicago; “Paul Robeson Rediscovered”     1 folder 
17. Booklet – Chicago; Paul Robeson’s Chicago History     1 folder 
18. Booklet – Chicago; Timeline       1 folder 
 
C  
19. Centennial committee – Planning, meeting agenda     1 folder 
20. Centennial – Events, Chicago committee      1 folder 
 
Box 2: Series 1, continued 
21. Collectors         1 folder 
22. Committee media        1 folder 
23. Conference notes        1 folder 
24. Correspondence – Planning committee [1997–1998]    1 folder 
 
D  
25. Dance          1 folder 
 
E  
26. E-mail          1 folder 
27. Events          1 folder 
28. Events – Pre-Centennial        1 folder 
 
F  
29. Facing History         1 folder 
30. Film – About P. Robeson        1 folder 
31. Film – Articles about        1 folder 
32. Film – Catalogs         1 folder 
33. Film – East Germany        1 folder 
34. Film – Festivals         1 folder 
35. Film – Miscellany        1 folder 
36. Film – Robeson featured        1 folder 
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Box 3: Series 1, continued 
37. Funding – Foundations         2 folders 
38. Funding – Funders        1 folder 
 
Box 3: Series 1, continued 
39. Funding – Fundraising        1 folder 
40. Fundraising – James [?]        1 folder 
41. Fundraising – Jimmy Project       1 folder 
42. Fundraising – Requests        1 folder 
 
G  
43. Gifts – Books, Records        1 folder 
44. Grossman, Victor [aka Steve Wechsler]      1 folder 
 
H   
45. History Day         1 folder 
46. Home page         1 folder 
 
Box 4: Series 1, continued 
I  
47. Items to sell         1 folder 
 
L  
48. Letters – Clinton, Bill (President, United States) [1998]    1 folder 
49. Letters – Miscellaneous [1996–1997]      1 folder 
50. Letters – sample, mailed, &/or special letters from committee [1996–1998]  1 folder 
51. Letters – sent by committee to individuals [1996–1997]    1 folder 
52. Letters – sent by Rogovin, M. [1997]      1 folder 
53. Letters – to committee [1996–1998]      1 folder 
54. Letters – to Burroughs, Dr. Margaret [1996–1999]     1 folder 
55. Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia [1996–1998]     1 folder 
56. Letters – to Rogovin, Mark [1990–1999]      1 folder 
57. Library holdings         1 folder 
 
M  
58. Mine, Mill, & Smelter’s Union [1956]      1 folder 
59. Most used originals        1 folder 
60. Movies          1 folder 
61.1 – 61.2 Music – Ballad for Americans       2 folders 
 
Box 5: Series 1, continued 
M [continued] 
61.3 Music – Ballad for Americans        1 folder 
     Folder 3 – New York City Labor Chorus, 1996 [includes Special Performance, Live ‘93 CD] 
62. Music – Discography, songs       1 folder 
63. Music – Folk Era Productions, correspondence     1 folder 
64. Music – Folk Era Productions, Peach Arch concerts     1 folder 
65. Music – Folk Era Productions, press      1 folder 
66. Music – Folk Era Productions, recordings      1 folder 
67. Music – Freedom Train (recordings)      1 folder 
68. Music – Grammy (1998)        1 folder 
69. Music – Opera         1 folder 
70. Music – Recordings        1 folder 
71. Music – Songs, singers        1 folder 
 
N  
72. N’digo          1 folder 
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73. Newsletter         1 folder 
 
O  
74. Old committee 1983        1 folder 
 
 
Box 5: Series 1, continued 
O [continued] 
75. Original art [&] typing        1 folder 
 
Box 6: Series 1, continued 
76. Originals – [Assorted items]        1 folder 
77. Originals – Vintage [programs]       1 folder 
 
P            
78. Passport revocation        1 folder 
79. Peekskill concerts        1 folder 
80. Phi Beta Kappa         1 folder  
81. Photos – [1998 Birthday Celebration]      1 folder 
82. Photos – [identified]        1 folder 
83. Photos – Jane Hodes’ photo of P.R. [w/negative]     1 folder  
84. Photos – Paul Robeson mural        1 folder 
85. Photos – [photocopies]        1 folder 
86. Photos – Syd Harris photos        1 folder 
87. Photos – [unidentified]        1 folder 
88. Photos – Van Vechten, Carl        1 folder 
89. Poetry           2 folders 
90. Portraits (PR)         1 folder 
91. Posters          1 folder 
92. Press – Centennial, Chicago       1 folder 
 
Box 7: Series 1, continued 
93. Press – Centennial, N. Y. Times       1 folder 
94. Press – Centennial, non-Chicago       1 folder 
95. Press – Centennial, radical       1 folder 
96. Press – Committee press        1 folder 
97. Press – International centennial        1 folder 
98. Press – International, pre-centennial; Australia     1 folder 
99. Press – International, pre-centennial; England     1 folder  
100. Press – International, pre-centennial; Germany     1 folder 
101. Press – International, pre-centennial; Italy      1 folder 
102. Press – International, pre-centennial; South Africa     1 folder  
103. Press – International, pre-centennial; Switzerland     1 folder 
104. Press – Letters to editor         1 folder 
105. Press – U.S., pre-1997        1 folder 
106. Press – U.S., pre-1997; Bay area (old)      1 folder 
107. Press – U.S., pre-1997; First Unitarian Church, L.A.     1 folder 
108. Press – U.S., pre-1997; Michigan       1 folder 
 
Box 8: Series 1, continued 
109. Press – U.S., pre-1997; New York       1 folder 
110. Press – U.S., pre-1997; Philadelphia      1 folder 
111. Program books – non-Chicago       1 folder 
112. Publications         1 folder 
 
Q  




114. Radio          1 folder 
115. Religious         1 folder 
116. Robeson (1919 – 1923) [Paul Sr.]      1 folder 
 
 
Box 8: Series 1, continued 
R [continued] 
117. Robeson, Esse (non-Chicago)       1 folder 
118. Robeson High School        1 folder  
 
S  
119. Salk, Bud         1 folder 
120. Smith Act         1 folder 
121. Spanish Civil War        1 folder 
122. Sports – Baseball (Major league & Negro)      1 folder 
123. Sports – Baseball (Major league commissioner)     1 folder 
124. Sports – Football, College        1 folder 
125. Sports – Football, professional – General      1 folder 
126. Sports – Football, professional – Akron Pros 1921     1 folder 
127. Sports – Football, professional – Hammond Pros     1 folder 
128. Sports – Football, professional – Milwaukee 1922     1 folder 
129. Sports – Football, professional – Pollard, Fritz     1 folder 
130. Sports – General        1 folder 
131. Stamp – Alpha Phi Alpha        1 folder 
132. Stamp – Articles         1 folder 
133. Stamp – Bay Area Committee       1 folder 
 
Box 9: Series 1, continued 
134. Stamp – Congress        1 folder 
135. Stamp – Correspondence [1996–1998]      1 folder 
136. Stamp – Letters, editor, et al [1996–1998]     1 folder 
137. Stamp – Mark R. [Rogovin] notes       1 folder 
138. Stamp – non U.S.A.        1 folder 
139. Stamp – Petition (copies)        1 folder  
140. Stamp – U. S. Postal Service       1 folder 
141. Statements         1 folder 
142. Stationery          1 folder 
143. Stickers          1 folder 
144. Stuckey, Sterling booklet        1 folder  
145. Syracuse Cultural Workers       1 folder 
 
T  
146. Teacher – Lesson plans [California]; UCLA      1 folder 
147. Teacher – Lesson plans [Chicago]       1 folder 
148. Teacher – Lesson plans [Chicago]; Stewart, Stacy      1 folder 
149. Teacher – Lesson plans; General       1 folder 
150. Teacher – Lesson plans [Maryland]; Calvin, Douglas    1 folder 
151. Teacher – Lesson plans [Minnesota]      1 folder 
 
Box 10: Series 1, continued 
152. Teacher – Lesson plans [New Jersey]       1 folder 
153. Teacher – Lesson plans [New Jersey]; American Labor Museum   1 folder 
154. Teacher – Lesson plans [New Jersey]; Ferenkes, Bill    1 folder 
155. Teacher – Lesson plans [New Jersey]; New Jersey Performing Arts Center [NJPAC] 1 folder 
156. Teacher – Lesson plans [New Jersey]; Rogovin, Paula    1 folder 
157. Teacher – Lesson plans [New York]      1 folder 
158. Teacher – Lesson plans [Pennsylvania]; Hart, Ellen     1 folder 
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159. Teacher – Lesson plans [Washington D. C.]; Lewis, Eric    1 folder  
160. Teacher – Rethinking Schools (journal) [1997]     1 folder 
161. Teacher – Workshops        1 folder 
162. Theatre – ETA Creative Arts Foundation, Inc.     1 folder 
 
Box 10: Series 1, continued 
T [continued] 
163. Theatre – Miscellaneous        1 folder 
164. Theatre – Othello        1 folder 
165. Theatre – Script, Paul Robeson       1 folder 
166. Theatre – Script, Paul Robeson – No Ways Tired     1 folder 
 
Box 11: Series 1, continued 
167. Theatre – Script, Prisms in the Looking Glass     1 folder 
168. Theatre – Script, The Tallest Tree       1 folder 
169. Theatre – Train is Comin’; Fisk Jubilee Singers      1 folder 
170. Theses          1 folder 
171. T. V.          1 folder 
 
U  
172. Unions          1 folder 
173. United Nations         1 folder 
174. U. S. Government        1 folder 
 
V  
175. Video tapes         1 folder 
176. Visuals          1 folder  
 
W  
177. Web Site printouts         2 folders 
178. Wo-Chi-Ca         1 folder 
179. Worker, The (newspaper)        1 folder 
180. Writings          1 folder  
   
Box 11: Series 2 Subject Files, arranged alphabetically 
181. [13th Annual International Folk Alliance Conference, 2001]    1 folder 
 
A  
182. Abraham Lincoln Brigade (Chicago)      1 folder 
183. Abraham Lincoln Centre, 700 Oakwood Blvd., Chicago    1 folder 
184. Abraham Lincoln School on Social Research, 180 W. Washington St.   1 folder 
185. [Agreements]         1 folder 
186. Alpha Phi Alpha         1 folder 
 
Box 12: Series 2, continued 
187. [American Masters, WNET]       1 folder 
188. American Peace Crusade        1 folder 
189. Anderson, Kenneth        1 folder 
190. Ann Arbor, MI         1 folder 
191. [Archivists of Color Directory, 1995-96]      1 folder 
192. Articles about PR [3 folders]       1 folder 
193. Artist          1 folder  
194. Artists          1 folder  
195. Auctions         1 folder 
196. Australia         1 folder 
 
B   





Box 13: Series 2, continued 
B [continued] 
197.2-3 Bay Area         2 folders 
198. Bibliographies         1 folder 
199. Biography          2 folders 
200. Booklet – Chicago; 1940        1 folder 
201. Booklet – Chicago; Early 1940s        1 folder 
202. Booklet – Chicago; 1949        1 folder 
203. Booklet – Chicago; 1952        1 folder 
204. Booklet – layout / promo        1 folder 
205. Booklets – [draft copies]        1 folder 
206. Book – ”And don’t call me a racist!” A treasury of quotes on the past, present, and  
future of the color line in America, selected and arranged by Ella Mazel.  
[Lexington, Massachusetts: Argonaut Press, 1998]     1 folder 
 
Box 14: Series 2, continued 
207. Books / Publishers        1 folder 
208. Boston          1 folder 
209. Broadway – Show business       1 folder 
210. Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters      1 folder 
211. Brown, Lloyd         1 folder 
212. Buffalo, N.Y.         1 folder 
213. Burroughs, Margaret        1 folder 
 
C  
214. California – Un-American Activities Commission     1 folder  
215. Canada          1 folder 
216. CBMR          1 folder 
217. Center for Arts policy        1 folder  
218. Chez Paree         1 folder 
219. Chicago correspondence        1 folder 
220. Chicago Defender        1 folder 
221.1-2 Chicago events          2 folders 
 
Box 15: Series 2, continued        
221.3-4 Chicago events          2 folders 
222. Chicago events, new                                             1 folder 
223. Chicago friends / overnites, etc.       1 folder 
224. Chicago non-events        1 folder 
225. Chicago orgs.         1 folder 
226. (Chicago) Public Libraries        1 folder 
227. Chicago Red Squad files        1 folder 
228. Children’s choir         1 folder 
229. Church          1 folder 
230. CIA          1 folder 
231. Classes / courses        1 folder  
232. Cleveland         1 folder 
233. [Columbia College Chicago]       1 folder 
234. Columbus, Ohio         1 folder 
235. Committee portfolio        1 folder 
236. Communism         1 folder  
237. Concert in 1945, Michigan       1 folder 
238. Conference         1 folder  
239. Connecticut         1 folder 
240. Correspondence [1990–2001]       1 folder 
241. Council on African Affairs        1 folder 
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242. Criticism         1 folder  
 
Box 15: Series 2, continued 
C [continued] 
243. Czechoslovakia         1 folder 
 
D  
244. Dallas, Texas         1 folder 
245. Death / Funeral         1 folder  
246. Detroit          1 folder 
247. Dickerson, Earl         1 folder 
 
Box 16: Series 2, continued 
248. Dizzy [Gillespie] photo        1 folder 
249. Documentary         1 folder 
250. Duberman [, Martin B.]        1 folder  
251. DuBois [W.E.B.] / Goldman [Emma] / Hughes     1 folder 
252. Duplicates         1 folder 
253. DuSable Community Center       1 folder 
 
E  
254. Edwards, Thyra (Spanish Civil War – Abraham Lincoln Brigade)   1 folder 
255. Emergency Civil Liberties Committee      1 folder 
256. Event verifications of Robeson Chicago history, 1921 – 1958   1 folder 
257. Events          1 folder 
258. Events – post 1998        1 folder 
259. Events – Rutgers        1 folder 
260. Exhibit items         1 folder 
261. Exhibits & materials        1 folder 
 
F  
263. Family          1 folder 
264. Fans of Robeson         1 folder 
265. F.B.I.          1 folder 
266. Feb. 7, Trinity         1 folder  
267. Film festival         1 folder 
268. Films           1 folder  
269. Films – German         1 folder 
270. Florey, Ish         1 folder 
271. Friends          1 folder 
 
G  
272. General committees - Hudson County, NJ      1 folder  
273. Germany [2 folders]        1 folder 
 
Box 17: Series 2, continued 
274. Gray, John & Lisa Barnette       1 folder 
275. Great Britain, UK         1 folder 
276. Great Britain, UK – concert       1 folder 
277. Great Britain, UK – England       1 folder  
278. Great Britain, UK – Musicals       1 folder 
279. Great Britain, UK – Wales       1 folder 
280. Great Lakes Naval Training Center      1 folder 
 
H  
281. Harlem Renaissance        1 folder 
282. Harlem Renaissance – Night Clubs – Café Society     1 folder 
283. Harlem Renaissance – Virginia       1 folder 
284. Health          1 folder 
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Box 17: Series 2, continued 
H [continued] 
285. Honorary         1 folder 
286. Honors          1 folder 
287. [House Un-American Activities Committee] H.U.A.C.     1 folder 
288. Howard Fast         1 folder 
289. Howard University – Moorland Spingarn Research Center    1 folder 
 
I  
290. Image awards         1 folder 
291. Indianapolis         1 folder 
292. Information mailed to PR Committee – Jan 1997     1 folder 
293. International Workers Order [IWO] – DuSable Lodge    1 folder 
294. Ireland          1 folder 
295. Itinerary et al         1 folder 
 
J  
296. Japan          1 folder 
297. Jazz          1 folder 
298. Jewish contacts         1 folder 
 
L  
299. Labor          1 folder 
300. Lists, ideas – promo        1 folder 
301. London          1 folder 
302. Los Angeles         1 folder 
 
Box 18: Series 2, continued 
M  
303. Madison, WI         1 folder 
304. Main event         1 folder 
305. Main event – flyer        1 folder  
306. Maine          1 folder 
307. Maryland         1 folder 
308. Massachusetts          1 folder 
309. Materials developed by PR committee – Jan 1997 [includes disk]     1 folder 
310. Meeting          1 folder 
311. Memorabilia         1 folder 
312. Memorial Centers        1 folder 
313. Miami, FL         1 folder 
314. Milwaukee, WI         1 folder 
315. Miscellaneous         1 folder 
316. [Misc. promotional ads]        1 folder 
317. [Music articles]         1 folder 
318. Music – Opera         1 folder 
319. Music – Song         1 folder 
320. Music – Warfield, Wm.        1 folder 
 
N  
321. NAACP [National Association for the Advancement of Colored People]  1 folder 
322. National Negro Labor Council       1 folder 
323. [Newark, NJ]         1 folder 
324. New York          2 folders 
325. New Zealand         1 folder 





Box 19: Series 2, continued 
N [continued] 
327. Northern Michigan        1 folder 
 
O  
328. Ocean Grove, NJ         1 folder 
329. Old committee         1 folder 
330. Orchestra Hall         1 folder 
331. Ordower/Gospel         1 folder 
332. Oregon          1 folder 
333. Othello – Chicago        1 folder 
 
P  
334. Packinghouse         1 folder 
335. Parks, Sam & C. McCord – Progressive Party     1 folder 
336. Patron – Otto Kahn        1 folder 
337. Patterson, Bill & Louise        1 folder 
338. Paul Robeson High School       1 folder 
339. Peekskill, N.Y. (Cortland, N.Y.)       1 folder 
340. Pennsylvania         1 folder 
341. Peoria [IL]         1 folder 
342. Petitions         1 folder 
343. Philadelphia            1 folder 
344. Photo – [Robeson at table with two men] [not dated] [7 copies]   1 folder 
345. Photos – Paul Robeson Centennial Celebration, April 9, 1998, South  
Shore Cultural Center [Chicago, IL]      1 folder 
346. Pickett, Andrew         1 folder 
347. Pittsburgh         1 folder 
348. Portland [ME]         1 folder 
349. Progressive Party        1 folder 
350. Public appearances near Chicago area      1 folder  
351.1 Publications          1 folder 
 
Box 20: Series 2, continued 
351.2 Publications          1 folder 
352. Publications – pre-centennial       1 folder 
 
Q  
353. Quotes          1 folder 
 
R  
354. Recordings         1 folder 
355. Religion          1 folder 
356. Resolutions         1 folder 
357. Resources [& Resources List]       1 folder 
358. Robeson booklet donation (receipt)      1 folder 
359. Robeson city history        1 folder 
360. Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) – Chicago      1 folder 
361. Robeson folio         1 folder  
362. Robeson, Paul, Jr.        1 folder 
363. Robinson, Earl         1 folder  
364. Rochester [NY]         1 folder 
365. Russia          1 folder 
366. Rutgers          1 folder 
 
S  
367. Santa Barbara [CA]        1 folder 
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Box 20: Series 2, continued 
S [continued] 
368. Schomburg Collection, New York Public Library     1 folder 
369. Seattle [WA]         1 folder 
370. Sexuality         1 folder 
371. South          1 folder 
 
Box 21: Series 2, continued 
372. Souvenir book         1 folder  
373. Spain          1 folder  
374. Spanish Civil War        1 folder 
375. Speeches/Writings – made in Chicago      1 folder 
376. Sports          1 folder 
377. Sports – Football, professional       1 folder 
378. Sports – Honors         1 folder 
379. Stamp          1 folder 
380. State Dept.         1 folder 
381. Switzerland         1 folder 
382. Television / video        1 folder 
383. Theater (Chicago)        1 folder 
 
T  
384. Theatre          1 folder 
385. Timeline – 8 panel        1 folder 
386. [Timeline – Buttons]        1 folder 
387. Timeline – preparation        1 folder  
388. Timeline – S. Stuckey        1 folder 
389. Toronto          1 folder 
390. Tour          1 folder 
391. Traveling shows         1 folder 
  
U    
392. United Packinghouse Workers of America      1 folder 
393. University of Chicago - Mandel Hall      1 folder 
  
W  
394. Washington, D.C.        1 folder 
395. Washington Park        1 folder 
 
Box 22: Series 2, continued 
396. Worker articles [copies] – Chronology      1 folder 
397. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1921      1 folder 
398. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1922      1 folder 
399. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1926      1 folder 
400. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1929      1 folder 
401. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1931      1 folder 
402. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1932      1 folder 
403. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1934–1937     1 folder 
404. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1937–1938     1 folder 
405. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1939      1 folder 
406. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1940      1 folder 
407. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1942      1 folder 
408. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1943      1 folder 
409. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1944      1 folder 
410. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1945      1 folder 
411. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1946      1 folder 
412. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1947      1 folder 
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Box 22: Series 2, continued 
W [continued] 
413. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1948      1 folder 
414. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1949      1 folder 
 
Box 23: Series 2, continued 
415. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1950      1 folder 
416. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1951      1 folder 
417. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1952      1 folder 
418. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1953      1 folder 
419. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1954      1 folder 
420. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1955      1 folder 
421. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1957      1 folder 
422. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1958      1 folder 
423. Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, after 1958     1 folder 
 
Box 23: Series 3 FBI Files, arranged chronologically 
424. FBIHQ File 100-12304: Introduction      1 folder 
425. Section 1: Part 1A, 1941–1944       1 folder 
426. Section 1: Part 1B, 1944–1945       1 folder 
427. Section 2: Part 2A, 1945–1947       1 folder 
428. Section 2: Part 2B, 1947–1948       1 folder 
 
Box 24: Series 3, continued 
429. Section 3: 1948–1949        1 folder 
430. Section 4: Part 4A, 1949        1 folder 
431. Section 4: Part 4B, 1949–1950       1 folder 
432. Section 5: 1950–1951        1 folder 
433. Section 6: 1951–1952        1 folder 
434. Section 7: 1952         1 folder 
435. Section 8: 1953         1 folder 
436. Section 9: 1953         1 folder 
437. Section 10: Part 10A, 1953–1954      1 folder  
438. Section 10: Part 10B, 1954       1 folder 
439. Section 11: Part 11A, 1954–1955      1 folder 
440. Section 11: Part 11B, 1955–1956      1 folder 
 
Box 25: Series 3, continued 
441. Section 12: 1956        1 folder  
442. Section 13: 1956–1957        1 folder 
443. Section 14: 1957–1958        1 folder  
444. Section 15: 1958        1 folder 
445. Section 16: 1958        1 folder 
446. Section 17: Part 17A, 1958       1 folder 
447. Section 17: Part 17B, 1958       1 folder 
448. Section 18: Part 18A, 1959       1 folder 
 
Box 26: Series 3, continued 
449. Section 18: Part 18B, 1959–1960      1 folder 
450. Section 19: Part 19A.1960–1961       1 folder 
451. Section 19: Part 19B, 1961–1963      1 folder 
452. Section 20: Part 20A, 1963–1964      1 folder 
453. Section 20: Part 20B, 1964–1965      1 folder 
454. Section 21: 1966–1978        1 folder 






Box 31: Series 4 Oversized materials 
456. Photos – Children’s play        1 folder 
457. [Pittsburgh Proclamation, 1998] [original]      1 folder 
458. “James Earl Jones as Paul Robeson”  
[color copy of theater program, 1977, w/autograph]    1 folder 
459. Newspaper – Second City. Vol. 1, no. 7, 1969/70     1 folder 
460. Newspaper – Daily World. Vol. viii, no. 136, January 27, 1976   1 folder 
461. Newspaper – Chicago Defender, February 7, 1998, pp. 17–40   1 folder 
462. Newspaper – N’DIGO, February 5–February 11, 1998    1 folder 
 
Box 27: Series 5 Publications and audio-visual recordings [this series is not in folders, for the most part] 
Journal: Freedomways, A Quarterly Review of The Negro Freedom Movement. New York: Freedomways 
Associates, Inc. John Henrik Clarke, Associate Editor. 
 
 W.E.B DuBois Memorial Issue, Vol. 5, No. 1, Winter, 1965. 
 (Two articles on Paul Robeson), Vol. 5, No. 3, Summer, 1965.  [1 folder, 2 issues] 
 
 (Article on Robeson student days.) Vol. 9, No. 3. Summer 1969.  [1 folder, 2 issues] 
 (Major article: “Paul Robeson: True Revolutionary.”) Vol. 13, No. 1. First Quarter 1973. 
 Associate Editors: John Henrik Clarke, Ernest Kaiser, J.H. O’Dell. 
 
 The Black Image in the Mass Media Special Issue. Vol. 14, No. 3. Third Quarter 1974. 
 International Women’s Year. Vol. 15, No. 2. Second Quarter, 1975.    [1 folder, 2 issues] 
 
 15th Anniversary Issue. Vol. 16, No. 1. First Quarter, 1976. 
 Vol. 25, No. 3. Fall 1985. (Cover drawing of Paul Robeson.)   [1 folder, 2 issues]  
 
Journal: Masses & Mainstream. New York: Masses & Mainstream, Inc. Distributed by New Century Publishers,  
New York. Samuel Sillen, Editor. 
 
 (Cover article: “The Schlesinger Fraud.” Relevant article: “Peekskill,” by Howard Fast.)  
Vol. 2, No. 10, October 1949. 
 “For Peace and Freedom.” (Cover art features Robeson speaking at a peace demonstration).  
Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1951.       [1 folder, 2 issues] 
 
 (Relevant article: “Unity for Peace,” by Paul Robeson.) Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1951. 
 (Relevant article: “The Negro Artist Looks Ahead,” by Paul Robeson.) Vol. 5, No. 1, January 1952. 
         [1 folder, 2 issues] 
Wright, Charles H. MD and Norman McRae, PhD, editors. Paul Robeson 1898-1976. Southfield, MI: Charro 
Book Company, 1997. 
 
Wright, Charles H., MD. The Peace Advocacy of Paul Robeson. Detroit, MI: Harlo Press, 1984. 
 
Box 28: Series 5 Publications and audio-visual recordings 
Armentrout, Barbara and Sterling Stuckey. Paul Robeson’s Living Legacy. Chicago, Illinois: Columbia College 
Chicago and Paul Robeson 100th Birthday Committee, 1999. Program books. [5 copies] 
 
Collum, Danny Duncan, editor. African Americans in the Spanish Civil War “This Ain’t Ethiopia, But It’ll Do.” 
New York: G.K. Hall and Company, 1992. A project of The Abraham Lincoln Brigade Archives. 
 
Freedomways Associates Inc., editors. Paul Robeson, the Great Frontrunner. New York: International 
Publishers Co., Inc., 1998. 
 





Box 28: Series 5, continued Publications and audio-visual recordings 
Hughes, Langston and Milton Meltzer. Black Magic: A Pictorial History of  African-American in the Performing 
Arts. New York City: Da Capo Press, 1990. Reprint of title originally published Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1967. 
 
Robeson, Susan. The Whole World in His Hands: A Pictorial Biography of Paul Robeson. Secaucus, NJ: Citadel 
Press, 1981. 
 
Stewart, Jeffrey C., editor. Paul Robeson—Artist and Citizen. New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, and 
The Paul Robeson Cultural Center, 1998. 
 
Four larger and three smaller color copies of album covers mounted on foam core, for display. 
 
 
Box 29: Series 5  
Brown, Lloyd L. The Young Paul Robeson—“On My Journey Now.” Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1997. 
 
Duberman, Martin Bauml. Paul Robeson. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1988. 
 
Ehrlich, Scott. Paul Robeson—Singer and Actor (Black Americans of Achievement series). New York: Chelsea 
House Publishers, 1988. 
 
Paul Robeson Archives. Paul Robeson 80th Birthday Celebration. Program Book. Detroit, MI: Paul Robeson 
Archives, Inc., 1973, 1978 revisions. 
 
Dent, Roberta Yancy, editor. Paul Robeson—Tributes. Selected Writings. New York: Paul Robeson Archives, Inc., 
1976. [2 copies] 
 
Powers, Joe Sr. and Mark Rogovin. Paul Robeson Rediscovered: An Annotated Listing of His Chicago History 
From 1921 to 1958. Chicago, Illinois: Columbia College Chicago and Paul Robeson 100th Birthday 
Committee, 2000 (2nd edition). [4 copies] 
 
Box 30: Series 5  
[posters in tube + videocassettes and audio cassettes] 
Videocassettes (16): 
Commercial releases. Movies starring Paul Robeson (5 tapes), Voices from History 1998 documentary on 
Peekskill concerts (1 tape), History on Video 1994 documentary on Robeson’s activism for racial 
justice (1 tape). 
 
Non-commercial. Copies of documentaries from Australia, East Germany and Britain (5 tapes). Videos of 
Robeson celebrations (2 tapes). Copy of documentary on Earl Robinson (1 tape). Video of Dr. Charles 
Wright in Detroit (1 tape). 
 
DAT audio tape: 3 tracks “(transfer from old records)”, 1997 transfers from 1957 recordings. (1 audiotape) 
 
Audio cassette tapes: 
Commercial releases—music, (4 audiotapes). Copies of commercial recordings (Okeh 6475) and “Folk  
 Era,” (2 audiotapes). 
Non-commercial. 
• “Peace Arch Ray Stevenson” (1 audiotape), “Paul Robeson and Ray Noble” (1 audiotape). “Peach Arch 
Park concert” (1 audiotape). Undated, but this tape mentions the concert as taking place in 1953: 
Side A: “Peekskill: Howard Fast, Robeson, P. Seeger,” and Side B: “Robeson at the Peace  
 Arch Park-1953” (1 audiotape). 
• 2 copies Robeson concert in Moscow, 1956. (2 audiotapes) 
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Box 30: Series 5, continued Non-commercial audiocassette tapes, continued  
• “Paul Robeson and the South Wales National Union Mineworkers, October 5, 1957.”  
 [Cambrian LP no. XX 101], (1 audiotape). 
• “Paul Robeson in New York and the Miners’ Eistedfodd in Porthcawl 5th October, 1957.” South Wales  
Branch National Union Mineworkers N.U.M. Transatlantic Exchange. [Cambrian Records XX 101]. 
• “Paul Robeson: world citizen” copy of radio interview by Elsa Knight Thompson, Harold  
 Winkler, KPFA, 1958. 
• “Addington Workshops,” Christ Church, New Zealand, 1960. 
• Side A: “Paul Robeson in Australia. Sydney, New South Wales 1960.” Side B: “Paul and  
 Eslanda Robeson in Perth Western Australia 1960.” [2 copies] 
• Various tributes, songs, radio programs, 1950, 1976 and undated (1 audiotape). 
•  “Paul Robeson Freedom Train, Wales Transatlantic concert” (2 audiotapes). Undated. 
• “Paul Robeson in Detroit 4/9/85” (1 audiotape). 
• “Classically Black Robeson,” radio program by Roger Cooper, WBEZ, 2/2/98. 
• 100th Birthday CD (copy) produced by Shirley Jahad (WBEZ-FM). 
• 4 tapes from the 50th Anniversary Conference in Brooklyn, NY, 4/1997. “Jackie Robinson—Race, 
Sports, and the American Dream.” Sessions A5 (2 tapes), C3 and D4. 
 






CORRESPONDENTS LIST [Box numbers not updated as of 5/3/2013] 
A 
ABA Commission on Minorities Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Abel, David Box 4: Series 2 Booklet – layout/promo 
Abraham Lincoln Brigade Archives   Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War 
Abzug, Bella S. Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Actors’ Equity Association Box 3: Series 1 Unions; Box 2: Series 1 Press – 
U.S., pre-1997; First Unitarian Church, L.A. 
ACU-MART, Inc. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Acupuncture Education Center, The Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Adler, Alice & Aaron     Box 1: Series 1 Funding - Fundraising 
African American Caribbean Cultural Arts 
 Commission, Inc., The    Box 6: Series 2 Miami, FL 
ALBA       [See Abraham Lincoln Brigade Archives] 
Albino, Sandra      Box 7: Series 2 Resolutions 
Alcalay, Mike      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Aldis, Len Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: 
Series 2 London 
Alexander-Minter, Rae Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence; Box 5: Series 2 
Events - Rutgers 
Ali, Muhammad Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Ali, Yusef Box 6: Series 2 Ordower/Gospel 
 
Allen, Steven Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Alpha Phi Alpha; Box 5: 
Series 2 Duplicates; Box 4: Series 2 Alpha Phi 
Alpha; Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Paul, Jr.; Box 7: 
Series 2 Stamp 
Alliance Graphics Box 1: Series 1 Fundraising – Jimmy Project 
Allison, Thomas D. Box 6: Series 2 Old committee 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Alpha Phi Alpha; Box 5: 
Series 2 Duplicates 
Alston, Frances      Box 6: Series 2 Pennsylvania 
Alvee, Bertrum      Box 6: Series 2 Itinerary et al 
American Association of University Professors [AAUP] Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
American Federation of Musicians   Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
American Legacy Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
American Magazine, The Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
American Peace Crusade Box 4: Series 2 American Peace Crusade 
Amistad Committee, Inc., The Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee; Box 2: 
Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia; Box 5: 
Series 2 Connecticut; Box 5: Series 2 
Correspondence 
Anderson, Andrew L. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Anderson, Ken Box 6: Series 2 Pennsylvania; Box 4: Series 2 
Anderson, Kenneth 
Anderson, Ronald L. [See also Alpha Phi Fraternity, Inc.]; Box 5: Series 2 
Duplicates; Box 4: Series 2 Alpha Phi Alpha 
Anderson, Steve      Box 1: Series 1 Items to sell 
Ansley, Fran      Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Appleton, Clyde R. Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Ariel Foundation Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Armentrout, Barbara     Box 6: Series 2 Old committee 
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Aroner, David C. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Bay Area Committee; Box 
4: Series 2 Bay Area; Box 5: Series 2 Books / 
Publishers; Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Aroner, Dion L., Hon. Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Arthur, Ken      Box 3: Series 1 Theatre – Miscellaneous 
Artists United Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
Arts & Entertainment Viewer Relations Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
ARTSHIP Foundation Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Ashford, David Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Associated Negro Press, Inc. Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
Association for Black Culture Centers Box 6: Series 2 Lists, ideas - promo 
Aulston, Frances Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: 
Series 2 Philadelphia 
Avery Research Center for African  
American History and Culture   Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
 
B 
Bachur, Ivan Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Bailey,  Marolyn Box 6: Series 2 Philadelphia 
Bailey, Rona Box 6: Series 2 New Zealand; Box 5: Series 2 Dizzy 
[Gillespie] photo 
Bain, Robert S. Box 4: Series 2 Artists 
Balch, Jeff Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – U. S. Postal Service 
Balla, Robert N.      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Barahona, Renato Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed to PR 
committee 
Barnett, Claude A. Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
Barron, Rice & Rockmore Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Barrow, W. B. Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Barstow, Robbins Box 5: Series 2 Connecticut 
Bassett, Isabel Box 7: Series 2 Toronto 
Bauman, Zaphrirah J. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee; Box 2: 
Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Bay Area Paul Robeson Centennial Committee Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Bay Area Committee; Box 
4: Series 2 Bay Area 
BBC [see British Broadcasting Corporation] 
Beacon Press Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Bean, Adelaide Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
Beaver, Joseph T., Jr. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Becker, Ron Box 7: Series 2 Timeline - preparation 
Belafonte, Harry Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
committee; Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Bell, Elizabeth      Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Bell, Emma      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Bell, Lisa R. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Bennett, Michael L., II Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Berggren, Kurt Box 7: Series 2 Robeson city history; Box 4: Series 
2 Ann Arbor, MI 
Beverly, Leon Box 7: Series 2 United Packinghouse Workers of 
America 
Bielstein, Jennifer Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Bildner, Allen I. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Birenbaum, William Box 7: Series 2 University of Chicago – Mandel Hall 
Birmingham, Eugene Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Black International Cinema Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Black, Tim      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Blackburne, Burt Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 4: Series 2 Australia 
Blair, Chester L. Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence 
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Blaut, America S. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Blockson, Charles L. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Bobby Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War 
Bőgelsack, Brigitte Box 5: Series Germany 
Boix, Quim Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 2: Series 1 Spanish 
Civil War 
Bolson, Ethel Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Bond, Julian Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: 
Series 2 Main event; Box 6: Series 2 Image 
awards; Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence 
Bonnie       Box 7: Series 2 Timeline - preparation 
Borenstein, Marvin     Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Boston, Willie      Box 3: Series 1 Unions 
Bothwell, Kevin Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed to PR 
committee 
Bradley, Tom, Hon. Mayor Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Breashears, James E. Box 6: Series 2 Paul Robeson High School 
Breslow, Paul Box 7: Series 2 University of Chicago – Mandel Hall 
Bridges, Harry Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Bridgewater, Dee Dee Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Bright, Walter      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Britain-Vietnam Friendship Society Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: 
Series 2 London 
British Actors Equity Association Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
British Broadcasting Corporation [BBC Wales] Box 6: Series 2 London; Box 5: Series 2 Films 
Brodsky, David & Patricia Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Brodsky, Patricia, Dr. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Broms, Raymond A. Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Brookes, Loretta Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Brookins, Craig C. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Brooks, Gwendolyn Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
Committee 
Broughton, Lee Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Broughton, Leila C. Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 2: Series 1 Music – 
Songs, singers; Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-
1997; First Unitarian Church, L.A.; Box 6: Series 2 
Information mailed to PR committee 
Brown, Joyce Box 1: Series 1 Film – East Germany; Box 6: Series 
2 Philadelphia 
Brown, Lloyd L. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: 
Series 2 London; Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd; Box 
7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
Brown, Mya La Shay Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Brown, Saundra Oliver     Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Browne, Zukow, Case Associates    Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Browning, Charles     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Brutus, Dennis, Ph.D. Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 6: Series 2 
Pittsburgh; Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed to 
PR committee 
Bueno, Irma S. Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
Committee 
Bullert, B. J. Box 1: Series 1 Music – Ballad for Americans, 
folder 2 
Burkhardt, Daniel W. Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Burns, Charles W., Sr. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Burroughs, Margaret, Ph.D. Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 1: Series 1 
Artists, letters to; Box 5: Series 2 Duplicates; Box 
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4: Series 2 Alpha Phi Alpha; Box 6: Series 2 Main 
event; Box 6: Series 2 New York; Box 6: Series 2 
Information mailed to PR committee 
Butler, James Box 4: Series 2 Anderson, Kenneth 
Byrnes, Jean A. Box 5: Series 2 General committees 
 
C 
Cain, Eunice Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
California Labor Council of Alameda County Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
California Labor Federation Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Calvin, Douglas Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans 
[Maryland]; Calvin, Douglas 
Cambridge City Council [Massachusetts] Box 7: Series 2 Resolutions 
Campbell, Barba-Del Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation   Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
Canadian Peace Congress    [See Endicott, James G., Dr.] 
Cannon, Oneil M.     Box 6: Series 2 Los Angeles 
Capaldi, Jim      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Carol Publishing Group     Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
Carry Productions     Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Carter, Arthur M. Box ?: Series 2 Detroit 
Carter, Vivian Box 1: Series 1 Committee media 
Cartwright, Joan Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Caughlin, John Box 2: Series 1 Music – Folk Era Productions – 
Correspondence; Box ?: Series 2 Seattle 
CBC Radio Archives     Box 2: Series 1 Music - Recordings 
Central Labor Council of Contra Costa County AFL-CIO Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Chac, Maryann      Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Chakravorty, Ranes, MD     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Chapman, Richard Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Charro Book Co., Inc. Box ?: Series 2 Detroit 
Cheng, T. K. Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Chicago Center for Ethnic/Minority Studies Box 2: Series 1 Salk, Bud 
Chicago Democratic Socialists of America Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Chicago Friends of the Lincoln Brigade Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War; Box 4: Series 2 
Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 1937-1938 
Chicago Negro Labor Council Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Chicago Public Library Box 6: Series 2 Ordower/Gospel; Box ?: Series 2 
Film festival 
Chicago Public Schools Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans [Chicago]; 
Stewart, Stacy 
Christopherson, Elizabeth G. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Chucky [See Koch, Charlotte] 
Circuit Court for the Third Judicial Circuit of Michigan Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
City of Chicago Box 1: Series 1 Funding – Fundraising; Box 1: 
Series 2 Fundraising - Requests 
City of Gary 
City of Los Angeles Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Clark, Robert Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Clinton, William J., President, U. S. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Correspondence; Box ?: 
Series 2 Ireland 
Coffee, Frank      Box 2: Series 1 Music – Recordings  
Cohen, Lucille F.      Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Colby, Ruth Gage     Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
College of Charleston     Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Collegium, The Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
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Collins, Cardiss, Honorable Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – U. S. Postal Service; Box 
1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals; Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Colton, E. G. [see Goldman, Emma] 
Communications, Electrical, Plumbing Union 
 [CEPU] [Australia] Box 4: Series 2 Australia 
Community / Labor Action Committee Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Community Renewal Society Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Conde Nast Permissions Department Box ?: Series 2 Timeline – preparation; Box 4: 
Series 2 Booklet – layout/promo 
Congress of the United States Box 3: Series 1 Stamp - Congress  
Conyers, John, Jr., Hon. Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Cook, Beverly Box 1: Series 1 Committee media; Box ?: Series 2 
Film festival 
Cool, Dik Box 1: Series 1 Items to sell; Box 2: Series 1 
Syracuse Cultural Workers; Box 2: Series 1 Letters 
– to Margaret Burroughs; Box 6: Series 2 
Information mailed to PR committee 
Cooper, Stephen Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Correll, Thelma      Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Council for Creative Projects Box ?: Series 2 Exhibits & materials 
Courrier, Ed Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark  
Criley, Richard Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Cross, Eilene S. Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Crust, Louis      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Culpepper, Anthony, Jr. Box 7: Series 2 Stamp; Box 1: Series 1 Email 
Cultural Zephyr e.V Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Currier, Ken Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – U. S. Postal Service 
Curtis, Verna      Box 1: Series 1 Library holdings 
 
D 
Dade County Public Schools  Box 7: Series 2 Stamps 
Dalrymple, John  Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Danny Grossman Dance Company Box 2: Series 1 Letters - Miscellaneous 
Dartmouth College Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Darwin Molecular Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
David Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Davidson, Carla Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Davis, Danny K., Hon. State Representative Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Davis, Diane Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs; 
Box 4: Series 2 Artists 
Davis, Lenwood G., Ph.D. Box 2: Series 1 Poetry; Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Day, Wyatt Houston Box 6: Series 2 New York 
Daye, Nicole Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans 
[Washington D. C.]; Lewis, Eric 
Dean, Rosylin Box 2: Series 1 Music – Songs, singers; Box 
?:Series 2 Bay Area 
De Carvalho, Ruben     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
De Graffenried, Helen L., Ph.D.    Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Delk, Yvonne      Box 2: Series 1 Religious 
Dellums, Ronald V., Hon. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Alpha Phi Alpha; Box 3: 
Series 1 Stamp - Congress 
De Maio, Ernest Box 4: Series 2 American Peace Crusade 
Dessaure, William J., Rev. Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Detroit Public Schools Box ?: Series 2 Detroit 
Detroit’s Museum of African American History Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
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Dialectic Publishing, Inc. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
DiPrima, Michael     Box 2: Series 1 Music - Recordings 
Disabled Veterans Fund     Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War 
Dishaw, Garnet Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Dixon, Hebrew L. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Alpha Phi Alpha 
Dobrynin, Anatoly Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Dome, Doug Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Dome, Newmark, & Wolf Communications Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Domingo, Cindy Box ?: Series 2 Seattle [WA] 
Donald, Bernice, Judge Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Doubiago, Sharon Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed to PR 
committee 
Douglas, Ken      Box 6: Series 2 New Zealand 
Drickhamer, Karen D.     Box 1: Series 1 Library holdings 
Drummer, Marina Box 1: Series 2 Fundraising – Requests; Box 1: 
Series 1 Correspondence – Planning committee 
Duberman, Martin Bauml Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Du Bois, David G. Box 7: Series 2 Stamp - Correspondence 
DuBois, W.E.B., Dr. Box 4: Series 2 American Peace Crusade 
Duffe, Terri      Box 6: Series 2 Lists, ideas - promo 
Dulaney, W. Marvin, Ph.D.    Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Dunbar, Rudolph Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
Duncan [no last name given] Box 7: Series 2 Timeline - preparation 
Duncan, Sarah Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Dunham, Catherine Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
Committee 
Duquette, Michael Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
committee 
DuSable Museum of African American History Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 1: Series 1 
Artists, letters to; Box ?: Series 2 DuBois [W.E.B.] / 
Goldman [Emma] / Hughes 
E 
Eastern Michigan University    Box ?: Series 2 Northern Michigan 
Eaton, Dawn L.      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Eaton, Ghana Arsie L., Jr.     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Edwards, Martha Box ?: Series 2 Great Britain, U.K. –Wales 
ElBashir, Joellen Box ?: Series 2 Howard University – Moorland 
Spingarn Research Center 
Elbert, Joan Box 2: Series 1 Music – Recordings; Box 3: Series 
1 Stamp – Correspondence 
Elena       Box 4: Series 2 Anderson, Kenneth 
Elie, Marilyn      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Ellington, Duke      Box 2: Series 1 Passport revocation 
EL’Zabar, Kai      Box 2: Series 1 N’digo 
Embassy of the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Endicott, James G., Dr. Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Enslow Publishers, Inc.     Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
Evans, Eva L. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee; Box 7: 
Series 2 Stamp 
Evans, Joseph M, Rev. Box 4: Series 2 American Peace Crusade; Box ?: 
Series 2 Chicago correspondence  
F 
Facets Multimedia Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Falk, Candace Box ?: Series 2 DuBois [W.E.B.] / Goldman [Emma] 
/ Hughes 
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Farrall, Mrs. [1st grade class] Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans 
[Washington D. C.]; Lewis, Eric 
Fasanella, Ralph Box 6: Series 2 Old committee 
Faulkner, Stanley Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Feigenbaum, Lenore Box 7: Series 2 Resolutions 
Feldman, Howard L. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Fenger Academy for African American Studies  Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Fenhagen, Barbara     Box 5: Series 2 General committees 
Fenix Entertainment, Inc.     Box 2: Series 1 Music - Recordings 
Ferguson, Max Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
Fillyan, Ernest, Councilman Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence 
Finley, Cheryl Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Fishman, George Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee; Box 7: 
Series 2 Stamp 
Flandreau, Suzanne Box ?: Series 2 CBMR 
Florez, Ish Box 2: Series 1 Sports – Baseball (Major league 
commissioner) 
Flower of the Dragon Productions Box 5: Series 2 Films - German 
Folk Era Box 2: Series 1 Music – Recordings; Box 2: Series 
1 Music – Folk Era Productions – Correspondence; 
Box ?: Series 2 Detroit; Box 4: Series 2 Australia 
 
Foner, Henry Box 6: Series 2 New York; Box ?: Series 2 Sports; 
Box 3: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans [New York] 
Forbes, James, Dr.     Box 2: Series 1 Religious 
Ford, Brenda C.      Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Ford, Doris P. Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Foreign Languages Press Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Foreman, Clark Box ?: Series 2 Emergency Civil Liberties 
Committee 
Foreman, Jack Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Forsyth, Jim Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Fountain Tanz Theatre Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Frasconi, Antonio Box 4: Series 2 Artists 
Frazier, Levi, Jr. Box 3: Series 1 Theatre – Script, Paul Robeson – 
No Ways Tired 
Freedman, James O. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Freeman, Gloria Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans 
[Washington D. C.]; Lewis, Eric 
Friday, Inc. Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
Fritz Pollard Associates, Inc. Box 2: Series 1 Sports – Football, professional – 
Pollard, Fritz 
Fuller, Anne C.      Box 1: Series 1 Artists [letters from]  
  
G 
Gaither, Edmund Barry Box ?: Series 2 Boston 
Gall, Burt Box ?: Series 2 [Columbia College Chicago] 
Gay, Maxine Box 6: Series 2 New Zealand 
Geigel, Joe Box 1: Series 1 Email 
Geiser, Carl Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Gelman, Laura Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Gelman, Sy Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Gennaro, Michael Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
George Eastman House     Box ?: Series 2 Film festival 
Gibson, Andrew      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Gibbs, Michele      Box 1: Series 1 Artists [letters from] 
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Gillett, Archie Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Golden, Jane Box 6: Series 2 Philadelphia 
Goldhamer, Donald H. Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 1: Series 1 
Correspondence – Planning committee; Box ?: 
Series 2 Music - Song 
Goldman, Alex J., Rabbi Box 5: Series 2 Connecticut 
Goldman, Emma Box ?: Series 2 DuBois [W.E.B.] / Goldman [Emma] 
/ Hughes 
Goldman, Lawrence P. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Goode, E. C. Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago  
Goodlow, Jeanine Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
Goodman, Nina Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Goosby, Zuretti L., Dr. Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Gordon, Lee Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Gordon, Stephen M. Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Gorgon, Gene      Box 3: Series 1 Wo-Chi-Ca 
Gotlin, Jonathan X. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Gralewski, Elizabeth Box ?: Series 2 Santa Barbara [CA] 
Gralewski, Rich Box 2; Series 1 Music – Songs, singers; Box 2: 
Series 1 Letters – to committee; Box 4: Series 2 
Bay Area 
Grassl, Richard Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Correspondence; Box 2: 
Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Gray, John Box 2: Series 1 Passport revocation; Box 2: Series 
1 Program books – non Chicago; Box 5: Series 2 
Gray, John & Lisa Barnette; Box 7: Series 2 
University of Chicago – Mandel Hall; Box ?: Series 
2 South 
Gray, Marshall Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Green, Hilary Box 5: Series 2 Dizzy [Gillespie] photo 
Greenspahn, Richard Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Griffin, Phyllis Box ?: Series 2 Chicago events 
Griffith, Donald Muldrow, Professor Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Grischkowsky, Thomas D. Box 7: Series 2 Timeline - preparation 
Grossman, Danny Box 2: Series 1 Letters - Miscellaneous 
Grossman, Victor Steve Box 1: Series 1 Film – East Germany; Box ?: Series 
2 Germany 
Grünzweig, Werner, Dr. Box ?: Series 2 Germany 
Gudenas, Peggy M. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogevin, Mark 
Guidry, Lori      Box 1: Series 1 Fundraising – James [?] 
Guiterrez, Luis, Hon. Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Gunn, Dave      Box 2: Series 1 N’digo 
Gutman, Richard     Box ?: Series 2 Red Squad, Chicago 
 
H 
Haddad, Susan Box 1: Series 1 Music – Ballad for Americans, 
folder 1 
Hagedorn, Curt H. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs; 
Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Hahn, Harlan Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Hall, Bobby      Box ?: Series 2 Spain 
Hall, Charles A.      Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War 
Hall, Julius Box 4: Series 2 Alpha Phi Alpha 
Hall, Yolanda Box 4: Series 2 Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 
1937–1938; Box ? Series 2 American Peace 
Crusade 
Halliday, Victor Box ?: Series 2 Washington, D.C. 
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Hamilton-Holway, Barbara and Bill, Revs. Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Hancock, Joseph F. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia; 
Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Harding, Timothy Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Hardisty, Jean Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed to PR 
committee 
Hardwick, Marlon L. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – U. S. Postal Service 
Harold Washington Library Center Box 1: Series 1 Committee media 
Harpo, Inc. Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals; Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – 
Planning Committee 
Harris, Leonard D.     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Harris, Melanie      Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Harsanyi, Martha Box 5: Series 2 Films 
Hart, Ellen Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans 
[Pennsylvania]; Hart, Ellen 
Hart, Keith      Box 2: Series 1 Music - Recordings 
Hartfield, Carolyn L. Box ?: Series 2 Detroit 
Hartford Courant, The Box 5: Series 2 Connecticut 
Harvard University, Department of Afro-American Studies Box ?: Series 2 Boston 
Hassis, Mark Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Hatcher, Richard Gordon, Hon. Mayor Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Hayden, Sue Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence 
Havens, Robert, Esq.     Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Healey, Barth      Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Healthcare Em0ployees Union, Local 250   Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Heiser, Gioia      Box 6: Series 2 Los Angeles 
Herbert H. Lehman College of the City  
 University of New York    Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Herbert, Richard      Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
Herndon, Angelo      Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War 
Herst, Milton Box 1: Series 1 Booklet – Chicago; originals 
Hewes, David A. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Hier, Marvin, Rabbi Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Higher Ground Productions, Inc. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Highsmith, Duncan     Box 1: Series 2 Fundraising – Requests 
Highsmith, Inc.      Box 1: Series 2 Fundraising – Requests 
Hijinx Theatre Company Box 3: Series 1 Theatre - Miscellaneous 
Hildred, John Box ?: Series 2 CBMR 
Hirschfield, Pearl Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
Committee 
Hodges, Sylvester Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Hodgins, Deanna Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Holden, Nate, Senator Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Hooke, Walter G. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Correspondence; Box 3: 
Series 1 Stamp – U. S. Postal Service; Box 2: 
Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia; Box 7: 
Series 2 Stamp; Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed 
to PR committee 
Horrigan, Joe Box 2: Series 1 Sports - Football, Hammond Pros 
Howard University     Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Hunter, Gail D.      Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Hutchison, Stuart Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 




Illinois Friends of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade  Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War 
Independent News Auckland, Ltd. Box 5: Series 2 Dizzy [Gillespie] photo 
Indiana University Box 5: Series 2 Films 
International Folkways Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
International Publishers     Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
International Review of Third World Culture 
And Issues Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Irish Democrat      Box ?: Series 2 Ireland 
 
J 
Jack and Jill of America, Incorporated Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Jackson, Jesse, Rev. Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Jackson, Jesse L. Jr., Congressman Box 6: Series 2 Main event; Box ?: Series 2 
Chicago events 
 
Jackson, Michael Box 2: Series 1 N’digo 
Jackendoff, Harry Sparky Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 1: Series 1 Music – 
Ballad for Americans, folder 3 
James, Sharpe Box ?: Series 2 [Newark, NJ] 
Janusz, Jerry Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Jarrett, Vernon D. Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
Committee 
Jentzsch, Barbara Box ?: Series 2 Germany 
Jeter, Marvin D. Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed to PR 
committee 
John Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
committee; Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation Box 1: Series 2 Fundraising - Requests 
John Howard Lawson Cultural Club,  
Communist Party, USA Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Johnson, Joe Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Johnson, Lou Box 1: Series 1 Artists [letters from]; Box 1: Series 
1 E-mail 
Johnson Publishing Company, Inc. Box 4: Series 2 Worker articles [copies] – 
Chronology 
Johnston, Mary Louise Box ?: Series 2 Rutgers 
Jones, Lowri Box 3: Series 1 Theatre - Miscellaneous 
Jones, Mary Helen Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Jos, Howard, Miranda Box 1: Series 1 Fundraising – Jimmy Project 
Joyce Box 1: Series 1 Film – East Germany 
Jusino-Iturralde, Maribel Box ?: Series 2 Ocean Grove, N.J. 
 
K 
Kailin, John Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 2: Series 1 Spanish 
Civil War 
Kairos/USA Box 2: Series 1 Music – Recordings; Box 2: Series 
1 Religious 
Kaiser, Ernest      Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Kathryn Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Kaufman, Elayne J. Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
KCTS-TV Box ?: Series 2 Seattle [WA] 
Keddie, Wells Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Keller, Shirley A. Blair Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Kelley, Audrey Scott Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
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Kelley, Dan Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to committee; Box 2: Series 1 Letters - 
Miscellaneous 
Kessler, Irving, Ph.D. Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: Series 2 
Information mailed to PR committee 
Kessler, Lynn F., Ph.D. Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Kessler, Mike Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee; Box 4: 
Series 2 Bay Area 
Kimball, Ed Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
King, Bert      Box 4: Series 2 Australia 
King, Stanley O.      Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Kinukawa, Chisato Box ?: Series 2 Japan 
Kirk-Duggan, Michael A. Box 1: Series 1 Music – Discography, songs 
Klehs, Johan      Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
 
Knutsen, Roger Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Koch, Charlotte Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Kovacevich, George Box 7: Series 2 United Packinghouse Workers of 
America 
Koylass, Tabatha     Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Kozol, Jonathan      Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
 
L 
Langston Hughes Memorial Library [see Lincoln University] 
LaSumbar, Yuba Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Latour, Les Box 1: Series 1 Email 
Lawrence, Daniel D. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee; Box ?: 
Series 2 Ireland 
Lawrence, Frances L. Box 4: Series 2 Alpha Phi Alpha 
Lee, Barbara, Hon. State Congresswoman Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 4: 
Series 2 Bay Area 
Le Droit Park Civic Association Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
LEF Foundation Box 1: Series 2 Fundraising – Requests; Box 1: 
Series 1 Correspondence – Planning committee 
Lenwood Box 5: Series 2 General committees 
LEPOCO Peace Center Box 6: Series 2 Philadelphia 
Lesley, J. Ingrid Box 1: Series 1 Events; Box 1: Series 1 Film - 
Miscellany 
Lester, Larry      Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
LeSueur, Meridei     Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Levine, Howard Box 1: Series 1 Fundraising – Jimmy Project 
Levine, June Box 3: Series 1 Wo-Chi-Ca 
Levy, Builder Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Lewis, Eric Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans 
[Washington D. C.]; Lewis, Eric; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Lewis, Ida Box 5: Series 2 General committees 
Lewis, Russell Box ?: Series 2 robeson Booklet donation (receipt) 
Library of Congress     Box 1: Series 1 Library holdings  
Liddel-Claiborne, Etta Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
committee 
Lincoln University     Box 6: Series 2 Philadelphia 
Lindemann, K [Cathy]     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Lindemann, Kevin     Box 2: Series 1 Letters - Miscellaneous 
Linder, Leslie, Esq. Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
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Little, Delena Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans [Chicago]; 
Stewart, Stacy 
Llou       [See Johnson, Lou] 
Lloyd, Susan      Box 1: Series 2 Fundraising - Requests 
Lockhart, Calvin Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Lorch, Lee, Professor Box 6: Series 2 Pennsylvania; Box 7: Series 2 
Toronto 
Los Angeles Urban League Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Loud, Oliver Box ?: Series 2 Seattle [WA] 
Lovett, Robert Morss, Dr. Box 4: Series 2 American Peace Crusade 
Lowenfels, Walter Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
LuAnne Box 7: Series 2 Timeline - preparation 
Lubin, Barbara Box 1: Series 1 Fundraising – Jimmy Project 
Luby, Abby Box ?: Series 2 Film festival 
Lund, Roslyn Box 1: Series 1 Music – Ballad for Americans, 
folder 2; Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
 
Lurie, H. Lee Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Lynch, Richard, Ph.D. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
 
M 
MacDonald, Kathy Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Madden, Doreen Box 5: Series 2 Connecticut 
Madden, Michael Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence 
Madhubuti, Haki Box 7: Series 2 Timeline - preparation 
Madlingozi, Maxwell Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Mallin, Katherine Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed to PR 
committee 
Mandel, William M. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Mandela, Nelson, Pres., South Africa Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Marder, Alfred L. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee; Box 2: 
Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia; Box 5: 
Series 2 Connecticut; Box ?:Series 2 
Correspondence 
Markowitz, Al Box 2: Series 1 Poetry 
Maron, Sally Chaffee Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Maron, Stanley Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Marriott, Salima Siler Box ?: Series 2 Maryland 
Marron, Owen A. Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Marshall, Scott Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 4: Series 2 Australia 
Martin, Hosea      Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Martin, Norma b. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for Social Change Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Martini, Randy J. Box?: Series 2 Booklet – “Paul Robeson’s Living 
Legacy”, layout/promo 
Mason, Hilda Howland M. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Massachusetts Bay Community College Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Matthews, George Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
May, Meyer H., Rabbi Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Mays, Benjamin E. Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Mazel, Bernard and Ella Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
McCaden, Margaret     Box 2: Series 1 Passport revocation 
McClear, Michelle     Box 2: Series 1 Music - Recordings 
McClellan, Marc      Box ?: Series 2 Film festival 
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McGuire, Nancy      Box 7: Series 2 Timeline - preparation 
McLean, Selwyn      Box 7: Series 2 Toronto 
McMillan, Gloria      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
McRae, Esther L.     Box 2: Series 1 Robeson High School 
McReynolds, David     Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
McWorter, Cherryl Morgan Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Mead, Lorraine Box 7: Series 2 Timeline - preparation 
Meadowlane Enterprises, Inc. Box 6: Series 2 Los Angeles 
Meeropol, Robert Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Melton, Barry      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Menair Media International, Inc. Box ?: Series 2 Film festival; Box 4: Series 2 Bay 
Area; Box 5: Series 2 Films 
Meola, Robert L.      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Metcalf, Ziomara Cortes Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans [Chicago]; 
Stewart, Stacy 
Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Michael, Kenneth Box 3: Series 1 U. S. Government 
 
Middleton, Hannah, Dr. Box 4: Series 2 Australia; Box 1; Series 1 Email 
Midgen, Chester L. Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Mike Box 2: Series 1 Music - Recordings 
Mikelsons, Nancy Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
committee; Box ?: Series 2 Timeline – preparation; 
Box ?: Series 2 Chicago events, folder 2 
Milliken, Carl E. Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
Ministry of Citizenship, Culture and Recreation Box 7: Series 2 Toronto 
Minnich, Rick Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 1: Series 1 Film – East 
Germany; Box 5: Series 2 Films - German 
Mishler, Mark      Box 6: Series 2 New York 
Mitchell, Dave      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Mohawk, Richard Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Moonstone, Inc. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: 
Series 2 Old committee 
Moore, Charlie Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans 
[Minnesota] 
Moore, Melissa L. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Mora, Michael Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Morcom, Claudia House, Hon. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Morehead, Richard M. Box 2: Series 1 Sports – Akron Pros 1921 
Morning Star Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
Morris, Georges Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Morris, Helen Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Moseley-Braun, Carol, Hon. Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals; Box ?: Series 2 Chicago events 
Moten, Miss Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) – 
Chicago 
Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of 
 America, Inc. Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
Motley, Archie Box ?: Series 2 Red Squad, Chicago 
Murphy, George B., Jr. Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A.; Box 4: Series 2 Alpha Phi 
Alpha 
Murray, Linda Rae, M.D. MPH    Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Muse, Clarence Box ?: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) – 
Chicago 
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Museum of Modern Art [New York] Box ?: Series 2 Timeline – preparation 
Musicians Union, Local No. 6 Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Mwendo, Nilima Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
 
N 
NAACP Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: 
Series 2 Image awards 
Nagle, Eilish Box ?: Series 2 DuBois [W.E.B.] / Goldman [Emma] 
/ Hughes 
Naicker, G. M., President, Natal Indian Congress Box 2: Series 1 Press – International, pre-
centennial; South Africa 
Naiman, Mr.      Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War 
Nation, The      Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
National Association for the Advancement 
Of Colored People Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
National Association of Negro Musicians   Box 4: Series 2 Anderson, Kenneth 
National Center of Afro-American Artists, Inc.  Box ?: Series 2 Boston 
National Council for Higher Education [NCHE]  Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
 
National Education Association [NEA]   Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
National Museum of African Art; Smithsonian 
Institution Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
National Newspaper Publishers Association  Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Neill, Richard D.      Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
New Jersey Historical Society Box ?: Series 2 Ocean Grove, N.J.; Box ?: Series 2 
Rutgers 
New Jersey Performing Arts Center [NJPAC]  Box ?: Series 2 Rutgers 
Newman, Roby Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War; Box ?: Series 2 
Spain; Box 1; Series 1 Email 
News Media [Auckland] Box 5: Series 2 Dizzy [Gillespie] photo 
New Socialist, The Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
New York City Labor Chorus Box 3: Series 1 Unions 
New York Times, The, Foreign News Desk Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
New Zealand Council of Trade Unions [CTU] Box 6: Series 2 New Zealand 
New Zealand Trade Union Federation Box 6: Series 2 New Zealand 
] 
NJN, The New Jersey Channel Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Noel, James Anthony Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Noelke, Virginia, Ph.D. Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 3: Series 1 
Stamp – Alpha Phi Alpha; Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – 
Correspondence; Box ?: Series 2 Detroit 
Norman, Jessye Box 2: Series 1 Letters – Miscellaneous 
Norris, EthelM. Box 5: Series 2 General committees 
North Star Communications Box ?: Series 2 Washington, D.C. 
Nupie, Roger Box ?: Series 2 CBMR 
 
O 
O’Connor, Carroll Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Oey, Nancy Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Office of the ANC Chief Whip, Province of the 
 East Cape, South Africa Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Office of the Secretary of State, Illinois Box 6: Series 2 Old committee 
Ogden, Maureen, Hon. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Olson, Martha Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Ordower, Sid Box 6: Series 2 Ordower/Gospel 
O’Sullivan, Robin Anne Box 1: Series 2 Letters to Rogovin, Mark 
 
P 
Paich, Slobadan Dan Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
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Palmer, Oliver T. Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Parker, James T. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – Miscellaneous; Box ?: 
Series 2 Rutgers 
Parks, Sam Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Patrinos, Sondra Box 2: Series 1 Letters – Miscellaneous; Box 6: 
Series 2 Information mailed to PR committee 
Patterson, William L.     Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
Paul Robeson 100th Birthday Committee 
 [New South Wales, Australia]   Box 4: Series 2 Australia 
Paul Robeson Centennial Committee,  
 Santa Clara County [CA]    [see Dean, Rosylin] 
Paul Robeson Centennial Planning Committee 
 Of Greater Boston    Box ?: Series 2 Boston 
Paul Robeson Commemorative Committee 
 [Toronto, Ontario, Canada]   Box 7: Series 2 Toronto 
Paul Robeson Community Center, Southside 
 Cultural Society, Inc.    Box 6: Series 2 Los Angeles 
 
 
Paul Robeson Cultural Center, Rutgers University Box 6: Series 2 Ordower/Gospel; Box 5: Series 2 
Correspondence 
Paul Robeson Foundation, The    Box 6: Series 2 New York 
Paul Robeson High School of Business 
 & Technology     Box 2; Series 1 Robeson High School 
Paul Robeson House of the West Philadelphia 
Cultural Alliance, The Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: 
Series 2 Philadelphia 
Peace Action Maine     Box ?: Series 2 Portland [ME] 
Pearl, Gertrude R. Box 6: Series 2 Miami, FL; Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Pearson, Ted      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Penn, Nathan L. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
People’s Culture Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Perlo, Ellen Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Pete Box 6: Series 2 Pennsylvania 
Peters, Melvin T. Box ?”Series 2 Northern Michigan 
Phillips, Bertrand D. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Pickem, Bill      Box 1: Series 1 Fundraising – Jimmy  
Project 
Pittsley, Robert h. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Political Affairs Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Political Research Affairs [PRA] Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed to PR 
committee 
Pollach, Edith Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Porch, Sabrina M. Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
Posever, Zena Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 5: Series 2 
Correspondence 
Posey, DeBorah Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Powers, Joe Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War; Box 2: Series 1 
Sports – Baseball (Major league commissioner); 
Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; Box 4: 
Series 2 Worker articles [copies] – Chronology; Box 
4: Series 2 Alpha Phi Alpha; Box 5: Series 2 
Correspondence 
Premnath, Gautam Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Price, Roger Box 2: Series 1 Music – Folk Era Productions – 
Correspondence; Box 6: Series 2 London 
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Prigoff, James Box 1: Series 1 Fundraising – Jimmy Project; Box 2: 
Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 5: Series 
2 Correspondence 
Prince, Marjorie Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Pro Football Hall of Fame Box 2: Series 1 Sports - Football, Hammond Pros 
Public Media Home Vision Box ?: Series 2 Film festival 
Pugh, Max Box 6: Series 2 London 
Pulaski, Art Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Pulse, Edward Jr. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
PUSH Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Putter, Ruth C. Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
 
R 
Rabin, Harry Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Rachel Box 5: Series 2 Films 
Radford, John Box 1: Series 1 Email; Box 6: Series 2 Information 
mailed to PR committee 
Raffensperger, Jim Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
 
Raffetto, Shannon Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Raineri, Virginia Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Ralston, R. D. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Ram’s Horn Productions Incorporated Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Randall, J. H. Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
Read, David Box ?: Series 2 Exhibits & materials 
Reed, William Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Remer, Robert, Acting Commissioner Box 6: Series 2 Ordower/Gospel 
Representative of the United States of America 
 To the united Nations [See Young, Andrew] 
Republic of South Africa Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Robbins, Warren M. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Robeson, Eslanda Goode Box 2: Series 1 Passport revocation; Box 2: Series 
1 Program Books – non Chicago; Box ?: Series 2 
Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) – Chicago; Box ?: Series 
2 DuBois [W.E.B.] / Goldman [Emma] / Hughes+ 
Robeson, Paul [Sr.] Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War; Box 2: Series 1 
Press – International, pre-centennial; South Africa; 
Box 4: Series 2 American Peace Crusade; Box ?: 
Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) – Chicago; Box 
5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Robeson, Paul, Jr. Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
committee; Box 4: Series 2 Alpha Phi Alpha; Box ?: 
Series 2 Family; Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Paul, Jr.; 
Box 6: Series 2 New York; Box 1: Series 2 Letters 
to committee 
Robeson, Susan Box 1: Series 1 Film – Festivals; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 1: Series 1 
Correspondence – Planning committee; Box ?: 
Series 2 Film festival 
Roberts, Dan Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Robin, Larry Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: 
Series 2 Old committee 
Robinson, Billy Hand Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
committee 
Robinson, James Box 1: Series 1 Film – East Germany; Box 5: Series 
2 Films - German 
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Robinson, Jim Box 1: Series 1 Music – Ballad for Americans, 
folder 2 
Robinson, Richelle Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs; 
Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Rogers, Frank, Maj. Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War  
Rogovin, Anne [Mom] Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 7: 
Series 2 Robeson folio 
Rogovin, Mark Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 1: Series 1 
Artists, letters to; Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – 
Correspondence; Box ?: Series 3 Alpha Phi Alpha; 
Box ?: Series 2 Family; Box ?: Series 2 Timeline – 
preparation; Box 6: Series 2 Main event; Box ?: 
Series 2 Film festival; Box ?: Series 2 Chicago 
events; Box 4: Series 2 Anderson, Kenneth; Box 6: 
Series 2 New Zealand; Box 5: Series 2 Books / 
Publishers; Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd; Box 5: 
Series 2 Films – German; Box 7: Series 2 Robeson 
folio 
Rogovin, Milton Box 4: Series 2 Anderson, Kenneth 
 
 
Rogovin, Paula Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans [New 
Jersey]; Rogovin, Paula 
Ronnie, Linda & Roger Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Rosen, Oscar, Ph.D. Box ?: Series 2 Boston 
Rosen, Stan Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 1: 
Series 1 Correspondence – Planning committee 
Rosenstein, Nina Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
Ross, Norman Box 4: Series 2 Worker articles [copies] – Chicago, 
1934 –1937 
Roy, Trichette C. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Roybal, Edward R., Hon. Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Rubio, Phil Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Rugby Football Union Box ?: Series 2 Ireland 
Runyon, Marvin Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – U. S. Postal Service 
Rush, Bobby L., Hon. Box 3; Series 1 Stamp – Congress; Box 1: Series 1 
Letters – sent by committee to individuals 
Rutgers Council of AAUP Chapters Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Ryan, Mary Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence 
 
S 
Sadler, Homer J. Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Salk, Erwin A. [Bud]     Box 2: Series 1 Salk, Bud 
Salsedo Press, Inc. Box 4: Series 2 Booklet – layout/promo 
Sambataro, Joyce Kinneberg    Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Sanchez, Sonia      Box 7: Series 2 Robeson folio 
Sanders. Bernard, Hon.      Box 3: Series 1 Stamp - Congress 
Sandison, Gordon Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
Sanford, Melvin Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Sanford, Walter Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
San Francisco Bay Guardian    Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
San Francisco Chronicle     Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
San Francisco Theological Seminary   Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
San Francisco War Memorial and Performing 
 Arts Center     Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Schang, F. C.      Box 2: Series 1 Portraits (PR) 
Schaffner, Jay Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Letters, editor, et al 
Scher, Len      Box 1: Series 1 Email 
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Schmidt, Stefanie     Box 1: Series 1 Film – East Germany 
Schneider, Tim      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Schniderman, Saul Box 3: Series 1 Theatre – Script, The Tallest Tree 
Shaughnessy, Erin Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Schubert Archives Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Schultz, Chris Box ?: Series 2 Film festival; Box 5: Series 2 Films 
Schulze, Franz Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
Committee 
Schwab, Hank R. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Schwander, Martin Box 1: Series 1 E-Mail; Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to 
Margaret Burroughs; Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to 
Noelke, Dr. Virginia; Box ?: Series 2 Switzerland 
Schwartz, Harold     Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Schwartz, Seymour Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
SCLS/West Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Scott, William Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Scouten, Rex Box ?: Series 2 Events – Rutgers 
Screen Actors Guild Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
 
Sears, Ben Box 6: Series 2 Philadelphia 
Seeger, Pete Box 2: Series 1 Music – Recordings; Box  2: Series 
1 Web site printouts; Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to 
Noelke, Dr. Virginia; Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to 
Rogovin, Mark; Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-
1997; First Unitarian Church, L.A.; Box 2: Series 1 
Original art [&] typing 
Seeley, Adam      Box 1: Series 1 Email 
Shannon, Christopher, Dr.    Box ?: Series 2 Film Festival 
Shapiro, Edity R.      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Shaw, Allan Box 2: Series 1 Music – Recordings; Box 2: Series 
1 Music – Folk Era Productions – Correspondence; 
Box ?: Series 2 Detroit 
Shaw, Cynthia Box 6: Series 2 New Zealand 
Shaw, Ian Box 2: Series 1 Music – Folk Era Productions - 
Correspondence 
Sheehan, Ted Box 5: Series 2 Dizzy [Gillespie] photo 
Sherman, Arthur Box 3: Series 1 Theatre – Script, Prisms in the 
Looking Glass; Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to 
Rogovin, Mark 
Sherman, Charlotte Box 6: Series 2 Information mailed to PR 
committee 
Shields, Susan & Jim Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Sillekins, Shirley Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Silverberg, Howard Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Simmons, Adele Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Simon, Paul Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Sims, Joe Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Singer, Rosalind Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Sing Out! Corporation, The Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Skyhorse/Mohawk Offense/Defense Committee Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Skyhorse, Paul Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Slaff, George Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
SME Co, INC. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
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Smith, Betty Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
Smith, Elizabeth L. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – U. S. Postal Service 
Smith, Loretta      Box 5: Series 2 Films - German 
Snowden, Abe      Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Soares, Elaine Box ?: Series 2 Timeline – preparation; Box 4: 
Series 2 Booklet – layout/promo 
Solomon, Mark      Box ?: Series 2 Boston 
Soskin, Betty Reid     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
South Jersey Performing Arts Center, Inc. Box ?: Series 2 New Jersey  
South Wales Miners’ Eisteddfod Glowyr de Cymru Box 6: Series 2 London 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Box 1: Series 1 Library holdings; Box 6: Series 2 
Main event 
Sphinx [See White, Seaton J.] 
Starr, Cynthia Box 5: Series 2 Dizzy [Gillespie] photo 
Steck-Vaughn Company Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
Stehlik, Milos Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals 
Stein, Bob Box 7: Series 2 University of Chicago – Mandel Hall 
Stein, Robert Box 7: Series 2 University of Chicago – Mandel Hall 
 
 
Stepney, Camille D. Box 4: Series 2 Worker articles [copies] – 
Chronology 
Stephenson, Ray Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Stevenson, Ray Box 2: Series 1 Music – Recordings; Box 2: Series 
1 Music – Folk Era Productions – Correspondence; 
Box 7: Series 2 Toronto 
Stettinius, Edward Box 3: Series 1 United Nations; box 3: Series 1 U. 
S. Government 
Stone, Chuck Box 5: Series 2 General committees 
Stone, Robert W., Professor Emeritus Box ?: Series 2 Othello - Chicago 
Strom, Margo Stern Box 1: Series 1 Facing History; Box 1: Series 2 
Fundraising - Requests 
Stromsky, Lucy & English Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Stuckey, P. Sterling, Ph.D. Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 6: Series 2 
Old committee; Box ?: Series 2 Timeline – S. 
Stuckey 
Sugarman, Ira & Greta Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Sullivan, Louise Katz Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to 
Margaret Burroughs; Box 6: Series 2 Los Angeles 
Sunday Star Times     Box 6: Series 2 New Zealand 
Swanston-Valdes, Jane     Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Swiss Peace Movement     Box 1: Series 1 E-Mail 
Swygert, H. Patrick Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
Syracuse Cultural Workers Box 1: Series 1 Items to sell; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
Tackett, Marnesba Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
 
T 
Tanner, Marietta J. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Correspondence; Box 2: 
Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 6: Series 
2 Philadelphia 
Tarbania, Donna Box 2: Series 1 Syracuse Cultural Workers 
Tate, Nancy Box 6: Series 2 Philadelphia 
Taylor, Mary Box 1: Series 1 Funding – Foundations, folder 2 
Taylor, Mindy Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Taylor, Mr.      Box 2: Series 1 Spanish Civil War 
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Teachers Academy for Mathematics and Science Box 6: Series 2 Main event 
Teaching Tolerance Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Teasley, Mary Elizabeth     Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Tennen, Sylvia G.     Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Theatre on the Square     Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Theatreworks/USA Corp.     Box 3: Series 1 Theatre - Miscellaneous 
Third World Press Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 7: 
Series 2 Timeline - preparation 
Thompson, Allan L. Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence; Box 6: Series 2 
London 
Thornley, John      Box 6: Series 2 New Zealand 
Thornton, Virginius Bray, III    Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Tilsen, Rachel      Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Tinnie, Gene S. Box 6: Series 2 Miami, FL 
Tisha Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Tolbert, James C., Jr. Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 3: Series 1 
Stamp – U. S. Postal Service; Box 4: Series 2 Alpha 
Phi Alpha; Box 7: Series 2 Toronto 
Tolhurst, Ken Box 4: Series 2 Australia 
Trade Union History Project [see Bailey, Rona] 
 
Treat, Roger Box 2: Series 1 Sports – Football, Akron Pros 1921 
Trujillo, Emmanuel Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Trusty, Lance Box 2: Series 1 Sports - Football, Hammond Pros 
Tully, Myrtle Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Turner, Phillip J.      Box 1: Series 1 Film – Miscellany 
 
U 
UAW Region 9-A Local 2322    Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
UE Local 893 Iowa United Professionals   Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
United Cafeteria and Restaurant Workers, 
 Local Union No. 471 Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
United Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to committee; Box 4: Series 2 American 
Peace Crusade 
United Nations Conference of International 
 Organization     Box 3: Series 1 United Nations 
United Packinghouse Workers of America Box 7: Series 2 United Packinghouse Workers of 
America 
United States Postal Service    Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
United States of America, Department of State  Box 3: Series 1 U. S. Government 
United States of America, Office of War 
 Information     Box 3: Series 1 U. S. Government 
United States Information Service    Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
University of California, Riverside    Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters  
University of Chicago Library Box 1: Series 2 Letters to Rogovin, Mark 
University of Illinois Press Box ?: Series 2 Detroit 
University of Massachusetts Press Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Box 5: Series 2 General committees 
University of Notre Dame Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
University of Pittsburgh, Department of 
 Africana Studies Box 6: Series 2 Pittsburgh  
University of Southern California, Los Angeles Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville    Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
University of Virginia Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence 
University of Wisconsin – Madison Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 




Valdez, Helen Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Vanden Heuvel, Katrina     Box 5: Series 2 Brown, Lloyd 
VanSwearingen, Cynthia     Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence 
Van Zanten, Nick     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade   Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Videoplex      Box 1: Series 1 E-Mail 
Virginia State University     Box 5: Series 2 General committees 
Vogal, Jeffrey      Box 3: Series 1 Unions 
Vogel, Jeff Box 1: Series 1 Music – Ballad for Americans, 
folder 3 
Vogt, Gunter      Box 1: Series 1 Film – East Germany 
Voices from History Box ?: Series 2 Film festival 
Von Blum, Paul Box 2: Series 1 Teacher – Lesson plans; UCLA 
 
W 
Wadley, Marjorie A. C. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Wadley, Tracey C. Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Wagner, Melinda Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Wailes, Chatman C. Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Wallace, Adrian L. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Alpha Phi Alpha 
 
Walsh, Harold J. Box 2: Series 1 Sports – Football, Akron Pros 1921 
War Resisters League     Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters 
Ware, Shirley      Box 4: Series 2 Bay Area 
Washington, Kerry     Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Wasserman, Nina     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Waters, Maxine, Hon. Congresswoman Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Correspondence; Box 
?:Series 2 Alpha Phi Alpha; Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Watson, Diane Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Waxman, Henry A, Hon. Congresswoman Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals; Box 5: Series 2 Duplicates 
WBAI-FM 99.5      Box 2: Series 1 Music – Recordings 
Weaver, Harold, Dr. Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box ?: Series 2 Boston 
Wechsler, Lew      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Wechsler, Steve Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Weinman, Janice Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box ?: 
Series 2 Boston 
Weinstein, David Box 3: Series 1 Stamp - Congress 
Weintraum, Louis Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
Weisberg, Lois Box 1: Series 1 Funding – Fundraising; Box 1: 
Series 2 Fundraising - Requests 
Weiss, Bonnie Box 1: Series 1 Advisors/letters; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia; Box 2: Series 1 
Letters – to Rogovin, Mark; Box 2: Series 1 Press – 
U.S., pre-1997; First Unitarian Church, L.A.; Box 4: 
Series 2 Bay Area 
Wentworth, Richard, Dr. Box ?: Series 2 Detroit 
Weston, Eddie Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
West Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, The Box 6: Series 2 Pennsylvania 
West Philadelphia High School Box 6: Series 2 Philadelphia 
Wever, Georgia Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Weyand, A. M., Colonel Box 2: Series 1 Sports – Football, professional – 
Pollard, Fritz 
White, Seaton J. Box 4: Series 2 Alpha Phi Alpha 
Whitehead, Fred Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Wigderson, Seth      Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Wilkins, Roy Box 7: Series 2 Robeson, Eslanda (Essie) - Chicago 
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Williams, Chester S.     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Williams, Elsie Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Rogovin, Mark 
Wills, Nancy      Box 4: Series 2 Australia 
Wilson, Frederica S.     Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Wimbish, Emery, Jr., Librarian    Box 6: Series 2 Philadelphia 
WINCO International     [See Anderson, Steve] 
Winfield, Paul Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Winfrey, Oprah Box 1: Series 1 Letters – sent by committee to 
individuals; Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret 
Burroughs 
Winn, Karyl Box 1: Series 1 Music – Ballad for Americans, 
folder 2 
Winston-Salem State University    Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Wirt, Daniel P., M.D.     Box 1: Series 1 E-mail 
Wolfsthal, Bill Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
Wolens, Leroy Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence; Box 5: Series 2 
General committees; Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Womble, Larry W., Hon. Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
 
 
Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Margaret Burroughs; 
Box 6: Series 2 Los Angeles 
Wong, Solomon Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to committee 
Wright, Antoinette Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
committee 
Wright, Charles H., Ph.D. Box 2: Series 1 Music – Folk Era Productions – 
Correspondence; Box 6: Series 2 Main event; Box 
4: Series 2 Bay Area; Box ?: Series 2 Detroit; Box?: 
Series 2 Northern Michigan 
Wright, Giles R. Box ?: Series 2 Rutgers 
Wright, Paul M. Box 5: Series 2 Books / Publishers 
Wright, Roberta Hughes, J.D., Ph.D. Box 5: Series 2 Correspondence 
W. Russell Johnson Guild Box 4: Series 2 Anderson, Kenneth 
WVON Box 1: Series 1 Committee media 
 
Y 
Yale Law Review Box 5: Series 2 Gray, John & Lisa Barnette 
Yasutake, Michael S., Rev. Box 1: Series 1 Correspondence – Planning 
Committee 
Yates, Sidney R., Hon. Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Congress; Box 1: Series 1 
Letters – sent by committee to individuals 
Yazawa, Kan Box ?: Series 2 Japan 
Yeager, Robert T. Box 1: Series 1 E-mail; Box 1: Series 1 Film – 
Miscellany; Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – U. S. Postal 
Service 
York University, Department of Mathematics 
 And Statistics Box 6: Series 2 Pennsylvania 
Young, Andrew Box 2: Series 1 Press – U.S., pre-1997; First 
Unitarian Church, L.A. 
Young, Mary E Box 1: Series 1 Funding – Fundraising; Box 1: 
Series 2 Fundraising – Requests 
YWCA of Germantown Box 6: Series 2 Philadelphia 
 
Z 
Zaslavsky, Claudia Box 2: Series 1 Letters – to Noelke, Dr. Virginia 
Zaslofsky, Mary Box 3: Series 1 Stamp – Correspondence 
Zendl, Irma Box 7: Series 2 Stamp 
Zimmerman, Jerry Box 6: Series 2 Ordower/Gospel 
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